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Resumen

Se analizan los impactos contradictorios que
las nuevas condiciones de vida y trabajo de
mujeres indígenas inmigradas a Baja California
Sur han significado para la renegociación de la
relación de género y la reedición de la propia
identidad femenina. El tránsito desde el núcleo
familiar y la absoluta dependencia femenina
respecto del varón al espacio público de
jornadas autónomas de trabajo salarial, su
creciente representación familiar con las
instituciones y programas gubernamentales, un
incremento notorio en el ritmo de jefatura
femenina de familia y la progresiva
participación en todas las formas de toma de
decisiones familiares y comunitarias
conforman un proceso complejo de
transformación individual que se debate entre
la concientización femenina de tener el
“derecho a tener derechos”, por un lado, y la
falta de tiempo y energía para realizar estos
derechos a plenitud, por el otro. El artículo
examina la influencia de las nuevas condiciones
de vida y trabajo del mercado global en la
relación de género y los procesos de
sujetivización y ciudadanización de mujeres
indígenas inmigrantes.

Palabras clave: migración, migración
femenina, mujeres indígenas, género,
sujetivización, ciudadanización, Baja
California, México.

Abstract

Territorial transits and identity of indigenous
migrant women

In this article I analyze the contradictory
effects that new work conditions and lifestyles
shaped by migration have had on the
renegotiation of gender relations and gender
identity, among indigenous, women
immigrants to Baja California from Mexico’s
poorer, southern states. Indigenous women’s
transit from family-centered labor, and total
male dependence, to the public space of
autonomous, salaried work shifts, growing
family representation with governmental
programs and institutions, climbing
percentages of female-headed households, and
progressive participation en all forms of
family and community decision-making, has
informed a complex process of personal
transformation. On the one hand, there is a
growing awareness of “the right to have
rights”, while on the other, the intense
demands of neoliberal socioeconomic
conditions leave little opportunity to fully
exercise these rights. The article examines the
influence of new labor conditions and lifestyles
on gender relations, and processes of
subjectivization and citizenship of indigenous
female immigrants.

Key words: migration, feminine migration,
indigenous women, gender, subjetivization;
citizenship, Baja California, Mexico.

his article explores two discordant aspects of the impact of the current
progressive emigration of indigenous families, the consequential
renegotiation of the gender and reformulation of contents during the two
most recent decades have left their origin states in the south and central
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Mexico to establish their residence in the agroindustrial regions of Baja
California.1 Every time there is more evidence that the neoliberal structural
conditions underlying the feminine indigenous immigration in extraterritorial
geographies create ambivalent effects about the women's social empowerment.
The growing conscience of many immigrant women of being subject to rights is
disputed with the endless number of oppressive tasks and responsibilities that
surround their daily life, making difficult the full assimilation of these rights to daily
living and the consequent edification of an accomplished civic practice.2 The
excess of work - remunerated, domestic and familiar -, the physical residuals and
emotional tensions, the weight of new social responsibilities - and in many cases,
increased by the absence of the male figure -, the demanding and complex
institutional interlocution and the following lack of time question the feminist
premise about the constitution of the feminine subject from the very
acknowledgement of the right to have rights. The current conditions that settle
growing population fringes in the socioeconomic geography of the elemental
surviving confirm - as Tocqueville affirmed time ago - that it is not enough to
recognize oneself as subject to rights to benefit from the civil protection, but time
factors, means and opportunities influence in the full realization of a subjectivization
exercise, at first, and later of social citizenship.3

1At first glance, the indigenous women term may seem two ambiguous as a sociocultural referent since
it refers back to the likeness of gender among different ethnic groups with differentiated Cosmo visions,
languages, beliefs and practices. However, what standardizes its connotation are the subaltern
representations shared by the native peoples as other cultures, marginalize and impoverished by
different processes - in constant adaptation and renewal - of ethtnization of exploitation, on one hand,
and on the other, the gender subordination the indigenous women experience as an another social being
inside and outside their communities.
 2 Nowadays, the notion of citizenship is questioned and reformulated because some factors linked to
structural transformations and the emerging of new social actors and titularities. Some of the most
significant factors are related to the growing deterritorization-re territorization of the massive and
diversified internal and international migration and the emerging of indentitary representations with
different degrees of transculturalization; the universal normative evolution and acceptance of the
human rights - economic, social, cultural and environmental - and the propositive maturation of the
feminist inconformity before the positioning of the citizenship in the public sphere, what in the past
has excluded the obligations and liabilities of the private sphere of the definition of citizenship. This
widens complements and enriches - more than invalidating - the classic work by Marshal (1949), when
he affirms that there are three kinds of rights that - along with obligations - conform the civil exercise:
the civil rights or individual liberties, the political rights and the social rights. What has been particularly
relevant for the indigenous immigrant women is the gradual conquer of the civil rights; this is, the rights
of freedom, movement, opinion and decision of a person. For many indigenous women, specially for
the young generations formed in reception places, the immigration to globalized sites - as in this case
the border region of Baja California, Mexico, and California, US - has propitiated, as Sasses mentions,
the "aperture for the formation of new demands and hence the constitution of rights and, more radically,
the constitution of the citizenship" (1998: XXI).
 3 Touraine (1997: 65) affirms that the subjetivization is "the undertaken search by the individual for
the conditions that allows him/her being an actor of their own history". The author says that the Subject
can only be constituted setting a distance from the too holistic communities, which are sustained in
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In this text I shall first analyze the factors that articulate the self-
acknowledgement growing process and the valorization experienced by immigrant
indigenous women. Then, I shall examine the life and work conditions of the
reception place that influence in the rearrangement of the families, specially that
of gender, which at the same time changes the dimensions of the belonging and
identity references and besides that, inserts the reproduction of the family within
a new poverty narrative. Finally, I shall revise the meaning of the tension between
these impact poles of the migratory process in the subjetivatization and citizenship
of the indigenous migrant women.

Marks of (im) migration in the renegotiation of the
being4

The cultural and socioeconomic commotion implicit in the emigration process and
the residential relocation has contributed to the emerging of new representations
of what it is like to be a woman in the reception indigenous communities collective
imaginary. Many women assume new economic and social roles that reorganize
and extend the referents of what traditionally outlined the feminine in their places
of origin. At the same time, traditional feminine identity aspects - as being mother
and wife - are usually given a new meaning due to the growing absence of the
heads of family, who frequently work for long periods in other labour markets of
an identity built based on the notion of the duties more than on the rights, which accentuate the
belonging more than the freedom. This way, the subjetivization can be seen as a previous condition
and constituent of the citizenship, which at the same time gives the belonging from collective duties
and rights that integrate a specific political community. The citizenship practice is an inclusion method
that provides heterogeneous actors with the same basic rights, turning a means to obtain titularities
that enlarges the existential possibilities of people (García, 1996: 7). In the Modernity, such citizenship
belonging was given exclusively to the State-Nation, despite the belonging in certain cases of ethnic
groups - smaller in territory in comparison to the scale State-Nation - that also have their own rights
and obligations codes, and a sense of political community. Currently it is the tension between the global
and the local is what visualizes the problematic of the local and regional citizenships (Soja, 2000: 197-
202).
4The results of the research analyzed in this work are the product of several years of different researches
that were focused on the indigenous immigrant women's experiences to the agroindustrial zones of Baja
California. I use a varied methodology that includes the participant observation, the guided interview,
biographic report and research-action based on a proposal of training workshops of community health
promoters. More recently this last method was applied during 2003 for a project on education for the
prevention of HIV-AIDS in indigenous (im) migrant communities, sponsored by Inmujeres, which
facilitated the construction of a large quantity of direct information on subjects interrelated as: gender,
ethnicity, body, vulnerability, sexuality, reproductive and sexual health, migration, poverty and
community leadership. Such compilation comes from twelve histories of life and the transcription of
24 sessions of the "exploring-training" phase of the mentioned project. In total, this analysis rests
on 26 histories of life and the transcription of 50 group interactive sessions (focus group style) that
sustained two research projects.
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the northern regional agroindustrial circuit in Mexico or in fields of the bordering
states of the US. In these cases of intermediate male migration, the sudden
feminine exercise of familiar representation and the daily decision taking from
women harbor representations in the accustomed power family relations.
Gradually the seal of the intense patriarchal order begins to break, power that
consolidated the familiar functioning in the origin communities. Subtle dispute
processes are profiled in spaces where the criteria that rule the relation to the
interior of the couple, family and community are renegotiated, contributing to the
slow democratization of the public and private space.

It is observed that to a higher generic and generational parity that informs the
organization and functioning of the family. More and more women and young
people express their opinions and these direct the familiar opinions, decision and
actions.

More formal education offers for the girls and female juveniles, added to the
possibility of literacy and study for the adult women in federal programs, more
accessible in the reception places, register notorious increment in the education
level of the indigenous women.

This at the same time influences in a renovated self image of the women,
whereas it facilitates the access to information and contributes to the family's
nutritional improvement, the use of more effective practices for health care,
prevention of diseases and the respective descent of the infantile and maternal
mortality rate, among other concrete benefits. The access to the reproductive-
sexual education curses as part of the curricula of the secondary education offers
a more informed notion of the body, human reproduction and sexuality, which
allow young indigenous people to associate their own relation with the sexuality.
Similarly, the scholar curricula that meets the human rights of women, boys and
girls plants the subjetivization and citizenship seed in the imaginary of the young
generation, giving them, at the same time, tools for the fight of such rights.
Without a doubt, they also play an important role when confirming these rights
to the means of communication that take on campaigns in the women institutions
and other governmental dependences about gender equity, women's rights,
family planning, and responsible parenthood and the ethic unacceptability and
illegality of male violence exercise against women.

Criminalization of some cultural patriarchal practices generally prejudicial for
women - such as marriage arrangements with girls and very young adolescents
and the intra-familiar violence against them - let see new political and political
resources accessible to native women in the reception places.5  At the same time,
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generational modifications of values and practices authorize new expressions of
economic and social participation that sponsor a growing acknowledgement of
the individual feminine being and new horizons of self appreciation. Immerse in
the contexts of the receptor societies, with their guides of time, space, values and
differential expectations, some expressions specific of the rigorously patriarchal
regimens from the origin communities, where the exclusion of the women in the
instances that rule the government of the community was the norm, whereas the
familiar roles were anchored to a strict male vigilance are questioned. At the
same time, the origin ethnic communities' collective imaginary used to change
their patriarchal mandate in community norms of a restricted access to formal
education, bilingual abilities, and labour and salary autonomy for women,
guaranteeing the reproduction of the cultural specifications through the
unquestionable feminine dependence to men.

The arranged marriages that stamp a seal of fatherly authority in the definition
of the matrimonial commitment of their sons and daughters - even when a
growing disuse in the reception locations - still constitute a form of getting married
socially accepted for the origin communities and in the reception locations. The
substitution rhythm of such practice with the matrimonial selection by the couple
has an ethnic differential that identifies certain groups as the ones most prone to
keep such customs. However, without a doubt, im (migration) has caused
significant changes in the matrimonial arrangements, tending more to substituting
the fatherly decision for the individual selection, which at the same time
contributes to the remodeling of the feminine psycho-social personality. All
interviewed women expressed that arranged marriage usually positions women
in a subaltern symbolic geography within the couple relation, giving the symbolic
and real familiar power to the man.

Immigration has also transformed the social meaning of the children,
influencing in the number of children young couples wish to have and the
accessibility to the reproductive regulation methods. It influences in the gradual
male acceptance of family planning, the demographic premise of the industrialized
family economy that states "the small family lives better". The economic logic
that rules the decreasing number of children per women is strengthened among

5 The most surprising thing about this was the narration of a 12-year-old Trique girl who was opposed
to an arrange marriage her dad had announced. The girl informed the father that she was too young
to get married and she warned her that if he kept insisting, she would tell the Delegado (Deputy); claiming
a violation of the Rights of Girls. So, whereas young girls and adolescents learn the renegotiations of
the cultural traditions, mediated by the hegemonic guides of generic behavior of the reception places,
the incidence of the (im) migration is seen in the redefinition of the traditional cultural frontiers.
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young men with the emergent discourses that circulate through the massive
means of communication over a masculinity that gives value to the fact of being
a father, not only for the generic status fatherhood provides men for representing
their reproductive power (López, 2001), but the possibility of establishing more
horizontal quality relations with their children. At the same time, the registered
adjustments in the identity contents of the female gender, the offer of new
juridical resources and the gradual negotiations to the interior of the gender
relation tend to project and revalue the sociocultural and economic contributions
of the women to the family and the community6. This turns into the growing
feminine acknowledgement of being subjects to rights, which at the same time
profiles an emergent feminine citizenship7,  inside and outside the ethnic frontiers
of their own communities.

The burdens of the neoliberal globalization

Arbitrating the women's subjectivization and citizenship process are the economic
conjuncture rules that confirm the progressive decrement of the family salary
concept8  of the salaried indigenous men and women, who require multiple
incomes - frequently generated in separate and distant geographies - in order to
satisfy the elemental needs of family reproduction. This salary complementation

6 The penetration of industrialized products in the origin communities from the decades of 1950 and
1960 had a negative impact in the women's social status, whose renowned handcraft production of
fabrics, clothes and chattels for domestic use was gradually replaced by the manufactured goods.
Nowadays, the implications of the feminine revaluation begun with the (im) migration would have to
be observed not only from its gender meaning, but also - and very specially - from the gender
interrelation and the reproduction of the practices, beliefs and the ethnic-cultural identity.
7 The contemporary political demand - and in fact the construction - of the self-determination and
autonomy of the indigenous communities from their own normative systems - acknowledging at the
same time the norms of the State-Nation -, and the growing massification of the indigenous migration,
has put into discussion the subject of the cultural and political right of such collectives, at the same
time that it has questioned the own universal and liberal interpretation of citizenship (Hernández, 2001:
8). In this context, the feminine indigenous citizenship notion could be considered, notion that would
remit to the increasing reorganization of the power parcels within the ethnic communities, where very
day more women emerge as demanders and subjects of equitable rights in the decision taking exercise
and the governing of their communities. An example of this is the Revolutionary Law of the Zapatista
women, which demands the right for the full organizational and community participation, the right
to equal work, the right to the marital choice selection and of movement, the right to decide about
their own bodies through the quantity and spacing of their children, among other demands. Even when
feminine leadership in the ethnic communities and organization is still lower in percentage than male
leadership - similarly than in the Mestizo communities -, gradually, he indigenous women assume
leadership roles that build a new feminine cultural citizenship practice.
8  The family salary was an outdated achievement of the working class as an answer to the hard and
exhausting labour days of women and children who sponsored the initial stage of the accumulation of
the industrial modernity.
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sets double and triple working days for the women whose schedules are filled up
with endless tasks. Even in that way, the feminine participation in the formal
economy, its condition of salary subject,9 their new influence in the family and
community decision making is not always assimilate easily by men socio-
culturally formed to have parcels of family power notoriously larger due to
gender. Many on the interviewed women indicated that as they take on new tasks
men tend to quit their family responsibilities. As the access to drugs and alcohol
is easier and more frequent in the reception localities raise questions about the
link between the growing use of such substances and reduces the fatherly power
among an increasing percentage of first and - above all - second generation of
immigrant men and male adolescents. At the same time, alcohol and drug abuse
reinforce the changes to the interior of the family since have a negative impact
the male capacity of keeping a permanent job and assuming their family
obligations, which increases the women and children's work. Very often this
situation influences in male aggression toward women scenarios, but the current
generic violence is placed in the criminalization context in the receptor localities
and the increasing female recognition of having the support

Very often, this situation influences in scenarios of male aggression against
women, but the current generic violence is situated in the context of its
criminalization in the receptor societies and in the growing feminine recognition
of having more support from the authorities and local laws to face the male
mistreatment.10

The sense of intermediate male migration

The generic achievements of the male absence caused by the labour migration
towards the United States or other labour regional markets in Mexico also
provide a contradictory experience for women, who mix new experiences of
empowerment as subjects of rights and laws, with a work and responsibility
overload that causes the emotional and physic feeling of oppression and tiredness
9 I call salary subject to those people who earn their own salary, in contrast to the salary work of the
family group under the male leadership, who has the dominion over the salaries of all the members
of the family unit.
10 One of the Mixteco promoters of the research-action project said - in one of the sessions on the
impact of migration in the gender relationships - that after years of daily mistreatment by her husband
(arranged marriage settlement) finally she accused him with the Justice Department of the closest city
to the reception place. The judge offered her husband two options, spend some time in jail or stop beating
her. She affirms that her agency, along with the new juridical possibility reorganized the power generic
relation between her and the spouse, who "has never tried to hit me again".
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to the subjetivization processes. Such dispute in the conformation of the
immigrant female subject integrates and sentimental ethos11 that contrast loss,
pain, humiliation, guilt, emotional fatigue and a deep victimization sensation with
the progressive self-recognition of feminine individuality, the right of having
rights, the growing appropriation of the personal liberties and the constitution of
a subject that informs and forms her life with her own opinions, desires and
decisions. Such generic condition encloses the intersection of numerous meanings
of social exclusion, for being a woman, for being indigenous and for being poor,
and exemplifies the contemporary exemplification between included and excluded,
between the winners of benefits, opportunities, privileges, prosperity, global
citizenships and the losers of possibilities, historic localizations, capacities,
welfare and future. A breach that is located to the exterior and interior of the
same individuals, in whom is found the experience lived by many poor indigenous
women, immigrated to new geographical contexts without the constant presence
or - in its case, effective - of the couple.

Touraine (1997) calls the current transformations the "de-modernization",
which defines as the dissociation between economy and the cultures, and the
consequent degradation of one and the other fields. The de-modernization rests
in two movements: the de-institutionalization, which points to the weakening
of the coded norms that ruled the behaviors, and the de-socialization, that
indicated the disappearance of roles, norms and social values that previously
organized the lived world. According to the author, the dysfunction of both human
behavior guiding processes where "the system and the actor are not in
perspective reciprocity but in direct opposition" (1997: 48). The positive effects
of this mutation indicate a displacement of the analysis from the system, as mega
story, towards the actor. In this scenario the notion of the Subject takes the
centrality in front of the society category. This center's displacement makes us,
says Touraine, to reason in a totally different way.

In fact, the citizenship nature in the current global conditions raises questions
and revisions. In these times of productive fragmentation, massive migrations,
transnational communities and hybrid identities with spread and answered
loyalties, the very concept of citizenship seems - as Sassen mentions (1998-51)
- have entered with its occidental convergent specifications to the development
of industrial societies and the gradual aggregation of citizen collective profiles

11 Kemper (1990) was a pioneer in observing that the human emotions acquire a meaning within the
context of the social relations. Concrete contexts of social relationships sponsor and sing particular
emotional expressions, articulating what has been called the sentimental ethos.
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according to concrete socioeconomic conditions and the constitution of collective
agencies and particular complaints- suggests that the globalization era challenges
some of the adjacent premises to the very citizenship concept, as the basic
guarantees to life, equity and happiness. In this matter, Sassen (1998: 54)
identifies the field of the economic and social rights as the dimension that reflects
the greatest disarrangements, currently threatening to ignore the right to welfare
and the survival of large groups of people.

In this sense, some authors (Gideon, 2002: 176) question the feasibility of the
free trade economies in ensuring the economic and social rights, indicating that
such economic model does not guarantee the least degree of universality in the
access of the necessary resources for the socioeconomic welfare. If the
redistribution of power and resources at national and international scale is - as
the writer affirms - a distant precondition for the realization of the economic and
social rights, her warning it is not less perturbing, that the economic rights carry
the gender slant, favoring exclusively to the productive economy field in prejudice
of the reproductive economy (Elson, Evers, cited in Gideon, 2002). Considering
that women still do most of the reproductive economy work in both the indigenous
and most of the cultures, an important portion of their work is not protected by
the economic rights; even in the present times, it is precisely in the small spaces
between such unequal value of the productive and reproductive economies
where the constitution of the second-best feminine citizenship (Lister, 2000,
cited in Gideon, 2002) is located. The reconceptualization of the economic as an
articulation between the private and the public, the acknowledgement of the
domestic reproduction and family caregiving chores as integral to the notion of
economy, they would have - according to Gideon (2002) - that set before the de-
construction of the women's second-best citizenship. However, despite the
unfavorable structural conditions for the civil exercise of an increasing number
of people and the exclusion of the reproductive work of the very conception of
the economic rights, the implicit tendency of the (im)migrant processes to place
within the higher urbanization, salary and institutionalization of the public sphere
contexts, notices new spaces where the immigrant indigenous people will be able
to recognize themselves as individuals, subjects to rights and agents of the social
action.

Therefore, whereas (im)migration seems to create the conditions where the
indigenous women can gradually unleash from several generic traditional
restrictions of their communities of origin, hence promoting the renegotiation of
the power parcels and opportunity inside and outside the family limits, at the same
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time such extra-territorial reinsertion process refers to new reaches of the
indigenization of exploitation, reediting the poverty in these families in different
socioeconomic and cultural conditions. For such immigrants, the new
circumstances carry the extension, intensification and feminization of the social
and labour obligations. This disputed sense of the current structural conditions for
the empowerment and citizenship of the immigrant indigenous women exceeds
the traditional of feminine citizenship as a "second-best citizenship" (De Beauvoir,
1981; Nussbaum, 2000; Gideon, 2002), to situate it in a different conceptual field,
which could be called uncompleted citizenship, where the growing conscience
of the civil and human rights do not necessarily guarantee its full realization. The
lack of time and energy of the acute economic need of their families, the
extenuating working days, their multiple responsibilities and the communities
hegemonic cultural contexts intensively discriminating that demand from them a
higher effort to achieve the respect to those rights, join to obstacle a more
arranged civil exercise.

Recreating the (im)migration narratives

Immerse in the context of the national and international policies of neoliberal
globalization, the massification of contemporaneous indigenous (e)migration
corresponds to a series of factors that during the last decade have reconfigured
the rural Mexico.

The community lands privatization from the constitutional revision of the
agrarian reform (Constitutional Article 27) in 1993, the de-regularization of the
governmental subsidies for the basic grains, the countrymen inaccessibility to the
private and governmental bank loans, the radical restriction of the federal social
budget and the consequent reduce access to the previous net of social services;
the progressively contracted agricultural prices of the world market, the
preservation of the disloyal agricultural subsidies in the highly industrialized
countries and the resulting over-competitive agricultural imports, join to foster the
indigenous exodus of their ancestral communities.

An early sexual division of (e)migration of the decades of 1950 and 1960 and
the first ten years of the seventies forged the routes of the current indigenous
exile, which were anchored mainly in generic representations that associated the
agricultural production with masculinity and chores linked to the domestic
reproduction with the feminine.12 A territorial sexual division of the indigenous
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emigration was profiled which promoted that collocation of women in the cities
with their salaried domestic reproductive chores and the men in the rural areas
in the capitalized agricultural production. The decade of 1980 witnessed a change
by the continuous and increasing flow of indigenous families settling in different
reception places in California, United States and Baja California, Mexico
(Kearney, 1991, 1995; Velasco, 2002). Families that now work in the agroindustrial
production from a family unit that was formerly led by strong patriarchal patterns
that gave men the symbolic family representation and the responsibility of the
arrangements and intermediations with the external society. Such arrangements
included the negotiation of the workforce of all the members of the family (men
and women) and the decision making of almost all the decisions on the distribution
and administration of the income. Such way of establishing labour relations work
at the same time as a reproduction device of the very absolutely asymmetric
gender relation. It leaves women without voice or vote, and without the traditional
resources of the alliances incrusted in the extensive relatives' network of the
origin places. In this matter, their role in other network - the migratory one -
means the gradual reconstruction of the alliances and family support networks.

The immigration of the indigenous families to the region of California
progressively sealed the mark of ethnic multi-culturality on the border scene
through such migratory community networks migrated from their places of origin
to the settlements and labour markets where relatives, godfathers and fellow
countrymen facilitate their insertion to new and unknown territories and cultural
contexts, besides orienting their moving toward other labour markets to the other
side of the border. Velasco (1995) mentions that women, through their
responsibilities in the sexual division of the work, they perform a fundamental role
in the reproduction of migratory networks and therefore in the recreation of the
ethnic culture in extraterritorial spaces. In previous works I have mentioned that
such networks have a double differential meaning according to the gender,
implying on one hand more work for the host women than for the spouses, since
an increment of the domestic chores is registered, as well as an extension of the
time dedicated to the reproductive tasks. However, it is also registered a
differential impact according to the gender of the guests. Men entail the
extension and intensification of the domestic work performed by the female
12 Even when it is common in the farming economies to use the feminine work force in the agricultural
moments of higher demand of workforce, such as seedtime, weeding, and harvest, the sexual division
of the farming production can only use the feminine work in land labor in cyclic, occasional and
complementary way. In contrast, the male work force rarely is destined to domestic tasks of the
reproductive economy; rather this sphere tends to be preserved as an exclusively feminine field
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hosts, whereas the female visits - alone or with the spouse - usually reduce their
domestic work load because they assume the correspondent reproductive work
and they frequently alleviate the host's chores (Maier, 2003). Even if the role of
the indigenous women sustain the functioning and reproduction of the migratory
networks, at the same time these include and recreate the traditional generic
asymmetry, anchored to a sexual division of work where the subaltern feminine
is inscribed to the private sphere and to the daily reproduction and generational
family chores.

Such progressive flow of trans-territorial or transnational indigenous
(im)migrants ingrained the immigration underlying survival economic reasons in
a new globalized strategy of cultural resistance that relocates the culture within
the displacement frontiers, enlarges the identity over extended territories and
annexes the belonging to communities fractioned in multiple directions.13 After
decades of agonizing farming production in Mexico, permanent (e)migration
results to the preferable option of survival for the generations of young
countrymen.14 In some localities of the Mixteco region in Oaxaca, for example,
the is a registered emigration rate of up to 90 percent of the total population, and
only the advanced age population remains in those localities (Ruiz, 2002: 55).
"Most of the towns there are being left alone", affirmed one of the interviewees
summarizing the situation in the Low Mixteco Region in Oaxaca.

Contrasting with the circular indigenous migration of the first decades of the
second half of the XX century, whose main objective was anchored in the
farming family economy reproduction, a large part of the current migration of
couples and nuclear families is looking to establish in other geographical spaces
that offer better life opportunities. Mainly there is a search for employment but
the access to education for the children, medical attention and the community
services also inspire the abandonment of their origin communities. The consulted
women mentioned the economic impossibility of their places of origin and the
consequent profundization of the extreme poverty as the first causes of
migration. However, they locate the aspiration of a generational relative
economic mobility - through the education of sons and daughters - in a second
place of their motivations, indicating how the migratory strategies contemplate

14 According to the 2004 Youth National Survey, two thirds of the nine million young people who
are currently residing in rural areas see emigration as the main development strategy of their adult life
(cite in Zermeño, Sergio, La Jornada, "Migración, derrota y desbandada", 09/30/04).

13 Nowadays, the indigenous diaspora is displayed through all the urban and agroindustrial regions of
Mexico, extending to the north, from Alaska and Canada to New York, Oregon, Washington, Texas,
Wyoming, Arizona, Georgia, North Carolina, Alabama, Nevada, California and Florida, among others.
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different points that combine and complement the need of elemental survival with
proposals of family and community development. "I suffered a lot when I was
a child, but I don't let my children to suffer because I educated them in a better
place; I can make more so she can finish her studies, eat well, dress well",
affirmed one of the interviewees.

In the destiny community of Cañon Buenavista, Baja California,15  the own
and extended house chores due to the hospitable  reception of the new comers
are intertwined form many women with the days of salaried agricultural work,
the remunerated house work or the employment in one of the two manufacturing
factories that were settled few years ago in the community16. Other women
juxtapose their domestic chores - own and extended due to the hospitality -, the
salaried employment as laborer and the production and commercialization of
knitting or embroidering handcrafts, which in some cases can result in the main
remunerated activity. For other women, the handcraft production is of a specific
cycle, and economically complements the moments of low demand of agricultural
work force and the consequent decrement of the family incomes. Some younger
women - both Mixteco and Triques - are involved in the development of new
services for the American tourist market (in particular, for the young Mexican-
American young women of first and second generation), braiding the hair and
applying facial make up to the international visitors in the local tourist centers,
which is the current remunerated activity of less physical attrition and more risks
for the young women. Complementing these income sources, other indigenous
migrants sell nutritional and low pyramidal owner's schemes products, which
intend to incorporate the buyer-seller of products to the extensive entrepreneur
family by means of cost reductions according to the number of new clients. The
obtained incomes are usually destined to the consumption of the same products
for their own or family use, this way using the additional income in the satisfaction

15 Cañón Buenavista, in the municipality of Ensenada, where the field work of this article was done,
is a settlement built as a result of a territorial invasion in 1988, as an answer to the dwelling needs of
a growing migratory flow of Mixteco families from the State of Oaxaca immigrated to Baja California.
Eight Mixteco families occupied then such territorial extension, where, without running water,
electricity or roads, their set up feeble structures made of sticks and canvas to start the construction
of a town that at this time is a multicultural dynamic community that has approximately 6 thousand
inhabitants, according to estimations of the dwellers. Such demographic explosion of the community
witnesses the vigor of the agricultural labour markets in Baja California, which have attracted a constant
flow of immigrants from the decade of 1970.
16 The interviewees - most of them older than 30 years of age - indicated their preference for the work
in manufacturing factories. They mentioned the low salary, the long hours and the extra time shifts
imposed with the threat of being fired as negative characteristics of the manufacturing. But, above all,
they mentioned the strict rules of labor behavior within the factories which forbid the verbal
communication among the workers as the most dissonant factor of their labour culture.
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of the criteria of the health care as a result of the appropriation of new discourses
on health and nutrition that circulate in the means of massive communication; the
institutions and government programs directed to the population of low economic
resources and the own enterprise producer of such articles through training
courses and promotion materials.

Most of the interviewees went off their towns for the first time at very early
ages, many of them of seven or eight years of age, when they began their working
life as laborers in the agricultural labour markets in the northeast circuit of
Mexico. Along with their parents or other close relatives, the small girls were part
of the work family unit and learned from those early ages the industrialized field
profession. They were educated in the requirements of the different products,
there became accustomed to the differential effort demanded by each product
and learned the physical care and necessary outfits to tolerate the long and hot
working days. The work and dwelling conditions were so harsh and humiliating
that the suffering was configured as the main emotional characteristic of the
young women's sentimental ethos. Sadness, shame, anger and resentment
accompany their memories of the suns' intensity in the middle of the day, the heat
of the multiple layers of garments they use in the fields17, the extensive work
days, the pain in the legs and back muscles for being bent for so long, the
overcrowding of the galleys shared with relatives and strangers, the dust of the
roads that fills their mouth if it is not properly covered with a bandana, and the
lack of water to calm their thirst besides the irrigation canals water contaminated
by pesticides, decomposing dead animals  and other kinds of waste.

Inadequate existential and law-violating working conditions and the human
dignity marked the childhood and molded the adult subjectivity of these indigenous
immigrants in Cañon Buenavista, reconfirming and reproducing their social
positioning as economic, ethnic and generic subalterns in the reception societies
and in their own, respectively.

Immerse in the re-significance of poverty in new territorial and cultural
spaces, without a doubt, this mobile strategy and cultural resistance contains their
own contradictions that influence in the cultural reproduction of the indigenous
groups. It is observed that the first generation of migrants usually reanimates a
strong feeling of ethnic identification from reorganization processes of the

17 In a very interesting article by the symbolic reconfiguration of the Mexican migrant's body in the
United States, Patricia Zavella and Xóchitl Castañeda (2004:  89), mention that the migrants cover
their bodies with several layers of garments not only as a protection from the weather conditions, but
also from the male sexual harassment in the labour space of the agricultural fields.
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belonging and re-edition of the identity in the middle of the cultural discourses of
the new context and the intense sociocultural discrimination that prevail at the
reception places. However, the contact of the new generations with the
institutional structures of the receptor societies foment cultural adjustments,
fusions and hybrid cultures (Bhabha, 1994), that dilute the intensity of the identity
commitment with the origin community, frequently perturbing, fragmenting and
even interrupting the appropriation and reproduction of the symbolic cultural
goods.

Many of the young indigenous girls of the generation that was born in the
reception places do not speak - and are not interested in learning - the original
language of their parents. They speak, thing and imagine from the symbolic
references of the Spanish, language that configures their way of approaching to
the social life, learn, establish personal relationships and populate the symbolic
collective imaginary. Frequently, these young women form couples with men
from other ethnic groups - also born at the reception place -, with whom they
communicate in Spanish - not as a metalanguage anymore, but as an assimilated
language, their own -, with which they socialize and culture their children. Most
of the interviewed young women born in Baja California reception places do not
maintain consistent and stable links with their parents' origin towns. Despite the
direct communication with relatives and countrymen arriving from their home
towns, the videos and photos of the place of origin that frequently circulate among
migrants, the sporadic visits to the cultural cradle - not yearly anymore, but every
four or five years, perhaps - are more a -family-tourist trip that work as
identification as well as differentiation. The young girls - and even most of the
mature women - affirm feeling different from their town fellows; they have
different ways of being, speaking, looking at people, laughing, and dressing and
bragging; they have different expectations for their lives; they have higher
possibilities and options. In that sense, a university Mixteco student from
California said:

In the town some see me as a model, but others may see me as a foreigner who does
not have the same morals as the rest, that I have already broken all the rules, that I
am a street person, that I am not worthy because I have traveled a lot and I have other
ideas in my head. Other people admire me: (they tell me) it's really good you're
studying. We're very proud of you, keep on doing it. They ask me about my studies
and they show they pride.
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     Tradition - says Giddens (2003: 38-47) - has always been a flexible
undertaking, in perennial transit towards renewed expressions, adjusted to the
circumstances and times, continuously in tension between the reconfirmation,
revision and reinvention. Without a doubt, immigration challenges tradition,
relocating it within exiled and un-naturalized contexts that at the same time
influence in shaping once more its form and contents. The relocation of the
culture empowers an inevitable revision of the tradition, whereas that the new
circumstances intervene in the reformulation of practices and beliefs that mould
the unprecedented relations, responsibilities and right. Gender is one of the most
sensible relations to rearrangements and adjustments. And even when the
traditional gender guides have sustained the indigenous emigration/migration
processes, the very tradition shatters when women transit the dominions that are
usually male, as the family survival challenges demand in the current economic
conditions of neoliberal globalization (Maier, 2004).

To learn how to negotiate the daily life without the permission traditionally
required from the man for all the feminine activities - this is, to learn to grant the
permission - to establish social, labour, community and friendly relationships - and
even love relationships - without the male mediation, the administration of the
salary, to transit farther distances with more freedom and negotiate, acquire
debts and purchase a propriety, are some of the dimension of the change that get
to the heart of the traditional patriarchal network where to the male dominion, the
female power is added. The transition that women experience when passing
from the total dependence to the male management of the salary to being
autonomous labour subject that earn their own salaries, announces many
effective changes in their lives: changes that are set in the relational dimension
of the daily life. The higher economic security, result of the own budget control,
even when it is extremely significant for the immigrant women, it is only one of
the benefits of the labour economy. Many new relational experiences that give
experience to new aptitudes, abilities and ways of perceiving are anchored to
such reformulation of the traditional feminine identity of the communities of
origin.

For example, the autonomous salaried work provides the conditions in which
women can select their friends out from the margins of the family networks. In
the traditional communities, the concept of girl friend does not exist for women.
The sentimental equivalent for a friend is located within the parameters of the
kinship and propinquity, this role is adopted by sisters, cousins, aunts, godmothers
and - even more - kinswomen. This does not mean a variation of the emotional
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intensity, but does refers to different affective-relation parameters, based on
differential criteria of the shared by adscription, on one hand, and by interest
affinity, on the other. Added to these relational changes associated to the labour
autonomy conditions of women, also learn to manage the attention and
advancements of other men without the mediation of their husbands or parents.
Similarly, there are familiarized with the relations of power and the particular
problems at their places of work, establishing direct relation with the manager of
enterprise owner and - less frequently - formulating demands linked to the labour
conditions and associating collectively in defense of their rights. Despite the fact
that these changes could be considered as a social debt of the time in the early
modernity, their effects in the constitution of the subjectivities also takes part of
the globalized era. "We are in the middle of a global revolution" says Giddens
(2003: 51), "it is about how we see ourselves and how we establish links and
connections with the others".18

Even when the transformational process has been gradual, for many
indigenous women migration gave shelter to the re-accommodation seed of their
relation with the others and with themselves, taking shape and securing itself in
key moments of the indigenous migration mega-story. In this sense, the migratory
experience of the decade of 1950 ad 1960 and even part of 1970, showed a
territorial sexual division of migration from a rural-rural male trend and the other
rural-urban feminine (Arizpe, 1975). In most of the cases, the male directed the
agricultural markets where they were employed as laborers and women went to
the cities where they started working as house keepers at the wealthy families'
households. Even when the young women lived in the house and under the
employer family rules sending most of their income to their own families at their
origin place, new implicit liberties in the absence of the strict family and
community vigilance, the impact of the space and urban anonymity in the
reconfiguration of incipient notions of individuality, slowly started to transform
the expectation and transgress the traditional abidance of gender for the young
women generation. In particular, the figure of the boyfriend, the ideal of romantic
love and the desire of a selected marriage started to invade the collective
imaginary of the young indigenous women, starting the gradual substitution of the
traditional marital model of family arrangement and contributing in some more
decades to the beginning of a gradual renegotiation of the gender relationships
that what Schmukler and Di Marco (1997) called the processes of major "familiar

18 Translation of the author
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democratization". Thus, also occurs the transit of a sentimental paradigm based
on respect and obedience to one that rests in the selection freedom, the year for
the romantic love (Besserer, 2000) and the emergence of the notion of the
feminine individual, always inserts in processes of dispute and negotiation with
the family and community networks, with the discourses that constitute the
"sexual and sextant of the same women" habitus (Bordieu, 1996: 25).19

The increasing social responsibilities of immigrant women as the main
interlocutors with a multiplicity of official and private institutions20  and the
intensified social and economic visualization of the indigenous women in the
extraterritorial communities have led to a gradual re-representation of the
feminine in the collective imaginary of the extraterritorial communities. Such
generic parameters flexibilization emanates from a series of factors linked to
(im)migration but not exclusively as its product, among which the following stand
out: labour and salary feminine subjectivization - this is, the search and personal
hiring of work and collection of their own salary without the intervention of the
male; the growing substitution of arranged marriages by the choice of their
couple; the increment of the age of marriage; the increment of the age of the first
pregnancy and birth; higher cultural acceptance of family planning and the
consequent reduction of the number of children per women, higher formal
education levels for younger generation women, access to more extensive and
scientific information about a large number of subjects, and the progressive
circulation of the cultural collective imaginary of the discourse on women's
rights.21 However, it is the permanent of long periods of time physical absence
of the couple what puts women as virtual heads of a globalized, disaggregated,

19 Bourdieu forges the category of habitus to refer to what he calls the "incorporated state", this is,
to the process of full subjective assimilation of the discourses, symbols and representations constructors
of identities, so that such interiorized identity guides through multiple socialization processes,
observation and assimilation are appropriate in the depths of the subjectivities as natural, ahistoric
and unquestionable representations, producing a system integrated of perception, thought and action
categories (1996: 16-27).
20 Besides their remunerated, domestic and familiar work, women tend to be the exclusive intermediaries
with their children's schools, community health clinics, medical services and hospitals, as well as
governmental programs addressed to meet extreme poverty, to the regulation of parcels and taxes,
loan agencies, official and private enterprises of community services such as electricity, running water
and telephone, to mention some of the institutions that intervene in the daily life of the immigrant
population.
21Ariza (2000:49) indicates that the introduction of an analysis category to the migratory studies
formulates a central question about the factorial and directional capacity of migration in the
transformation of the gender relations. In her exam about the studies on the subject, the author finds
a dense multifactorial conjugation that - more than causal indicators - take meanings and directions
contingent to specific experiences of concrete women. The trajectory of life of each woman, the way
of insertion in the receptor society, the changes in the opportunity offers, the modification of the
relation between family and the community context - what at the same time influences the
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trans-territorized and frequently, transnationalized family, situating them not only
as the responsible of the full family working, but also as administrators of their
own spatial and emotional mobility.

In the communities of origin, the popular wisdom forecasts a sad and difficult
life for the lonely women. The hard field work - they consider - require of the male
force, the women need of the men protection to counteract the symbolic and real
- in many cases-  threatening to their integrity in hand of other men. The few
interviewed women who were determined to leave their towns on their own to
escape from a marital violence situation always found a new couple soon after
in the labour fields in the way or at the destiny places. Similarly, most of the
abandoned or separated women usually "get together" soon after with a man who
legalizes the familiar organization with the male authority, at the same time that
contributes with the expensed of the family reproduction. These times of
uprooting shake the traditional notion of long lasting couple stability. Migration
disarrays the traditional, shakes the certainty of the behaviors' habitual guidelines,
it questions the traditional values, fragments the families and introduces new
practices and opens physical, symbolic and social spaces where the immigrant
women start new relational behaviors, becoming active actors in the selection of
romantic couples also outside the parameters the generic traditional norms rule.

At the same time, migration of the male spouses endangers the permanence
of the couple because it offers the opportunity of establishing new romantic
relationships in the way, which means that the head of the family reduces their
sending of money to the wife. The delay in the money sending or the reduction
of the quantity inevitably refers to the suspicion, vulnerability and insecurity. For

reconfiguration of relations to the interior of the family and in the social networks -, are some of the
factors that shake the identities and gender relationships, without necessarily determining the
directionality of the modifications. Yet, resting on the Morokvásic (1983, in Ariza, 2000: 48) and
Bujis (1993, in Ariza, 2000:48), the author questions if the own presumption of change about the higher
gender equity - implicit in the simple interrogation of the causality between migration and more gender
equity - does not encloses evolutionist or ethno-central indications coming from the modernization
paradigm that incubated the studies on migration and rests on many of the interpretation currents of
the gender problem. In this sense, even when a Universalist vision - with classicist and ethno-central
shades - of gender emerged from the initial praxis of the called second feminist wave, ignoring specific
issues and diversities produced by the intersection between gender, race, ethnicity and/or class, the varied
practice, reflection and analysis accumulated in these last decades of exploration of the women's'
conditions- mainly in Latin America from the experiences of the Afro-Latino women, the Zapatista
and other indigenous women - it pledges to coordinate the recent dispute between the feminine identities
homogeneous and the heterogeneous based on an increasing recognition of the indivisibility of all
human rights. Once questioned the industrial feminism slants (Maier, 1998) and affirming the own needs
and demands of feminists from other racial, ethnic or sexual identities, it seems that time is appropriate
of the construction of alliances from the convergences (the homogeneous) and this is about the
divergences (the heterogeneous). For an interesting discussion on the subject, see Hernández Castillo
(2001).
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some wives this economic and emotional uncertainty - that in some cases does
not stop evoking feelings of abandonment in the feminine imaginary - instigates
the search of a stronger sentimental presence. In these cases, the need of male
support, companionship, understanding and the novelty of love22  challenge the
traditional guides of the feminine behavior, which are deeply planted in the
subjective tissue as habitual reflexes - what Bourdieu called habitus - of the
sexual division of morality. However, again these women are in an ambivalent
field, an interior field disputed between the appropriation of the own dominion,
on one hand, and a feeling of deep guilt that produces the transgression of the
traditional moral guides, on the other.23 The identity transit between a socialized
being and to depend on the man to take all the decisions and mediate between
them and the social and cultural institutions and - suddenly, without any previous
preparation - a person who has to assume most of the economic, social and
cultural family responsibilities, without a doubt reconfigures the exterior and
interior geographies where women can explore a previously unknown mobility.
Covered with encountered feelings between the need of feeling supported and
the fear of knowing they are transgressing and the satisfaction of the free will,
they debate with themselves - and very frequently in silence - in the renegotiation
process of the new margins of the feminine behavior acceptable in the global
conditions. Such searching process, auto-disclaiming, daring and the habilitation
of the same character is forging more purposeful, independent and sure of what
they want women, and of how to analyze, measure and assume the responsibility
of their actions and their lives.

The brevity of concluding

The imagination influences in the gradual transformation of the way indigenous
women see themselves: their role in the couple, in the family, in the work and in
the community, similarly, it intervenes in how men and women re-represent the
feminine gender in the collective imaginary of their diaspora communities and
also in the origin ones. However, such transformation is neither homogeneous
nor evolutional, but it varies its nature according to factors such as the intensity
   22 One of the interviewees indicated that the extra-marital relation that had at the time was the first
time she had felt love, despite the fact that she had been married three times: the first one was a fixed
marriage when she was twelve, it only lasted five years because the boy emigrated and abandoned her;
her second couple died of a heart attack; the third one live in the US and comes visiting her a few weeks
every year.
   23 Other interviewee asked if having a love relationship with a married man was a "mortal sin".
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of the ethnic identification, age of migration, current age, education, cycle of life,
periodicity and quality of the presence of the man in the household, the real
headship of the family and the opportunities of casting the circulating discourses
on the women's rights, this way constituting a diversity of the generic identity
reorganization and renegotiation processes. The tension between a growing
feminine subjetivisation and the still considerable influence of the traditional
generic habitus and the oppressive pressures of the multiple responsibilities
imposed by the conditions of the neoliberal globalization to the daily life of the poor
indigenous immigrant women, it established an identity narrative marked by the
ambivalence stamp and expressed through contrasting and encountered feelings.

On one hand, the new economic and social conditions of the reception
contexts converge in providing a higher geographical, social, economic, cultural
and emotional mobility when women can constitute themselves as subjects of
their own life, their family life and of their community. Such feminine subjetivization
rests in the increasing certainty of the right of having rights and in the access to
the information and how and when to make valid such rights. However, the
intense feminine labour day - that warns the recreation of poverty in the new
conditions of the reception context and results in the combination of at least three
labour exercises,24  besides the frequent need of fully assuming the headship of
the family due to the continuous male migration, abandonment or separation -
oppresses and exhausts women, leaving them very few time and energy to fully
validate their rights and to exercise a more realized and arranged citizenship.

Particularly for those women who assume the real headship of the family, the
changes experienced in the different mobility dimensions and in the exercise of
decision making over the direction of their lives, locates them in a new behavioral
field, where they can redefine the lines of their behavior. This coming and going
between the traditional feminine leadership and the transgression of the
consuetudinary generic habitus is crystallized in the emerging of another
ambivalent sentimental field, rooted in the intimate action. There, in the depth of
the emotional-affective experience they struggle between the interiorized and
ordaining messages of the traditional feminine behavior and the new emotional
needs discovered from the changes associated to migration - intermediary for
men - and the family fragmentation.25

  25 Frequently, the wife and children reside in reception communities called of intermediate migration,
generally in the border region, whereas the husband continues his migratory route towards other labour
markets with better opportunities, sending part periodically of his incomes for the familiar
reproduction. Such migratory modality means the separation of the couple and the family for long

   24I refer to the remunerated, domestic and of nutrition of daughters and sons, added to the even more
family social intermediation with all the institutions that intervene in the family daily life.
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What the experience of these migratory indigenous women notices is a trend
towards the growing empowerment of women in public spaces, without the
proper male co-responsibility in the private sphere and, in certain cases, with a
relative or total economic and familiar renunciation by the man. Because of this
it seems that the objective conditions of the neoliberal globalization demand from
them a work overload and excessive family relationships, which is the result of
deep but contradictory transformations to the interior of the feminine subjectivity
that leave women immerse in an emotional coming and going between feelings
of increasing personal security, autonomy and self-value and an invasive
sensation of loneliness and oppression.

Such situation questions the sense of gender equity, suggesting the need of
accurate and transversal public policies that alleviate the heavy load of the
entangled work days and the family responsibilities, policies that meet the
economic, social and cultural needs of the familiar and individual development of
the immigrant indigenous families. Similarly, there is the need of doing programs
for men and women for them to explore the social and cultural meanings for both
genders at the current time of the strategic (im)migration, of the growing ethic-
cultural Diasporas, the progressive familiar fragmentation and the fast
transformations in the production forms and geographies, the communication
technologies and the access to information. This kind of exercise could be
undertaken by the indigenous organizations so later they can intercede with the
State as interlocutor of demands that take gender as a category that organizes
and gives sense to the differential complaints of a re-territorized population that
is in a full identity transformation.

seasons that are now extended due to the expensive and dangerous situations the crossing implies after
the Guardian Operation began in 1994. Such anti-migratory policy has lacerated severely the familiar
cohesion of the migrants, putting them in a contradictory situation that is still formally ruled by
traditional guidelines, but the real conditions offer more romantic-sexual options and opportunities.
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